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Stefan Kölbl writes for the
new DEKRA solutions in
the run-up to the IAA
in September 2015

Dear reader,
You have the new-look DEKRA customer magazine in your hands — just in time for the International Motor Show (IAA) in Frankfurt. It has
a stylish new layout and even more information
on the subject of safety. Safety is a fundamental
human need; something that we all desire. In this
respect, DEKRA presents a clear and challenging
picture of the future. We will live in a safe world
— on the roads, at work, and at home.
This is why, in the year of DEKRA’s 90th birthday, we are already focusing on our 100th anniversary in 2025. We intend to be the global partner for a safe world.
Safety is the new freedom. Come with us on
an exciting journey, this time with the emphasis
on the world of mobile safety. Partially autonomous driving and modern driver assistance systems will make our roads safer. Car manufacturers
are putting a huge amount of effort into developing self-driving cars. The IAA is the showcase for
all of these innovations. And DEKRA provides testing services to ensure that these highly complex
systems are reliable. Will the crash test dummies
that we rely on so heavily soon be out of a job?
Sit back, relax, and find out for yourself. We
hope you enjoy reading this issue. And in the
period up to the publication of our next magazine at the start of 2016, we would very much like
to stay in touch with you on the subject of the relevant safety issues at dekra-solutions.com.
Feedback is an essential part of safety. Please let
us know what interests you and how we can make
DEKRA solutions even more attractive for you:
info@dekra-solutions.com
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News
Crash demonstration:
impact at a speed of 80 km/h

Crash at the end of a queue
help to prevent collisions,” explained Clemens
Klinke, member of the board of management of
DEKRA SE and head of the DEKRA Automotive
business unit. “But passive safety features in cars
provide only limited protection for pedestrians.”
Alongside crash tests and technical presentations on active safety and autonomous driving,
the DEKRA Safety Day also included a varied
program of accompanying events. Guests had
the opportunity to experience driver assistance
systems first hand as passengers in a car. One
highlight was the ROMO electric car developed
by the Robotics and Mechatronics Center of the
German Aerospace Center (DLR). According to the
researchers, cars of this kind will not be massproduced until around 2050. You can watch the
crash tests and see other impressions of the event
on our video.

Video:
www.dekra.com/
safetyday-2015

Under pressure
According to a study by the IFA (German Institute for the Automotive
Industry), the workshop and spare parts businesses of authorized
dealerships are increasingly coming under pressure. The reasons
behind this are longer service intervals and a reduction in the number
of repairs as vehicles travel fewer kilometers. The study commissioned
by DEKRA Automobil GmbH identifies the most important growth area
as being cars that are more than eight years old, which currently make
up 55 percent of the work. The study also provides market strategies
for workshop owners. It is available in German at a cost of 89 euros.
Barbara-Jutta Conzelmann
+49 711 7861-2414
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Email: barbara-jutta.
conzelmann@dekra.com

PHOTOS: KARL-HEINZ AUGUSTIN, JACEK BILSKI

T

he DEKRA crash experts demonstrated the
horrific scenario of an accident at the end of a
traffic jam during the Safety Day at the DEKRA
Automobile Test Center in Klettwitz. Accidents of
this kind generally have devastating consequences,
with people often being seriously injured or even
killed. In DEKRA’s modern test facilities, a crash at
a speed of 80 km/h was recreated, which resulted
in a small car being totally destroyed. As a contrast
to this, modern vehicles with collision avoidance
systems were then used to show how accidents of
this kind can automatically be prevented. As the
market penetration of these systems increases,
dramatic occurrences of this kind could become
a thing of the past. Collision avoidance systems
can save lives and are particularly effective in city
traffic. “Active safety systems are a very important
means of protecting pedestrians, because they can

News

Checklist for
biogas plants
In brief

DEKRA offers a basic check that covers
all the latest safety-related and statutory
requirements for the operation of biogas plants.
During a compliance audit, DEKRA experts complete
a checklist with a comparison of target and actual
performance that provides the operator with
comprehensive information about operational safety,
fire prevention, the German Workplaces Ordinance,
environmental protection, and waste legislation.
DEKRA estimates that around half of biogas plants
have faults, which means that gas could be leaking
out unnoticed. This has recently been confirmed by
the Baden-Württemberg Ministry of the Environment.

The key to sales success

PHOTOS: DEKRA

In job advertisements for sales positions,
employers put a great deal of emphasis on soft
skills. Vocational training, professional experience,
excellent communication skills, and the ability to
work in a team are also required from applicants
and future employees. These are the results of an
evaluation of 350 job adverts carried out by the
DEKRA Academy as part of its latest labor market
report. The most common tasks that staff have to
Team skills

48.3 %

Motivation, initiative,
commitment

46.0 %

Communication skills

42.9 %

Good service and
customer focus

41.7 %

Flexibility

33.7 %

Reliability, accuracy,
punctuality

32.6 %

Independence

27.1 %

Ability to work under pressure

23.1 %

Organizational skills

23.1 %

Structured thinking and working
methods, focus on targets

22.0 %
0
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perform include customer support and external
communications. In addition, sales people act
as the interface between the customers and the
company and help to ensure that processes run
smoothly by working across departments and
companies. A strong focus on service and excellent
organizational skills are also required by employers
for sales staff in office management roles, banks,
insurance companies, and even haulage firms.

Entering the
Canadian market
DEKRA is becoming
involved in vehicle
testing in Canada. Its
first two test stations
have opened in Toronto
and others are planned.
DEKRA offers not only
the statutory exhaust
emissions test, but
also safety checks
when buying a car and
voluntary brake tests.

SOFT SKILLS MOST
OFTEN REQUIRED
FROM SALES STAFF
DEKRA
Arbeitsmarkt-Report 2015

Qualifikationsbedarfsanalyse
auf
von mehr als 12.600 Stellenan der Basis
geboten

20

30

40

50

REFERENCE: DEKRA ACADEMY 2015
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Safety in New Zealand
Every six months, buses
in New Zealand have
to undergo a stateregulated test. With
600 testers and 86 test
stations, Vehicle Testing
New Zealand Limited
(VTNZ) is the largest
provider of vehicle tests.
It joined the DEKRA
Group in 2013.
More information:
www.dekrasolutions.com/
vtnz-tranzit-en

News

Planning for elevator rescues

2 mio.

bright red baseball caps
have been handed out
to German first graders
by DEKRA at the start
of the school year since
2004. As part of the
campaign “Sicherheit
braucht Köpfchen” (To
be safe, use your head),
there is also a brochure
for parents about getting
children to school safely.
It is available free of
charge at DEKRA sites.

For more information, please visit:
www.dekra.com/
safety-cap
Poor air quality
After the school summer
vacations, pupils and
teachers often complain of
feeling unwell, coughing,
and having streaming
eyes while in school. The
possible reason is the
irritants released into
the air by renovation
work. DEKRA advises
school boards to include
an air quality test when
awarding contracts.
More information:
www.dekra.com/
hazardous-substances-in-theinterior

The aim of the new ordinance on industrial health
and safety for elevators, which came into effect in
Germany on June 1, 2015, is to enable companies to
take rapid and structured rescue measures in the
event of an emergency. It requires an emergency
plan to be put in place for every elevator, which
will allow anyone trapped to be released within 30
minutes. Plans will contain information about the
precise location of the elevator, the manufacturer,
the serial number, and contact details for the people
responsible for the rescue, such as the company
engineer or a maintenance firm. Operators and
employers have a transition period up to June
1, 2016 to adapt existing elevators to the new
regulations and to submit an emergency plan to
the body which receives the emergency call. All new
elevators must have an emergency plan available
for evaluation before commissioning. DEKRA
experts warn that people who are trapped should
on no account attempt to escape from the stranded
elevator cab, as they would be putting their lives at
risk if the elevator suddenly started to move again.
DEKRA has made available a sample emergency
plan for employers and operators of passenger
elevators to download.
For more information, please visit:
www.dekra.com/lifts

Elevators make life easy, but they need an emergency
plan under the provisions of the new ordinance

More road
accident victims
In the first half of this year, 1,593 people died
on Germany’s roads, 22 more than in the
previous year (an increase of 1.4 percent).
However, during the same period the number
of people injured fell by 2.7 percent to
around 180,900. According to the Federal
Statistical Office (Destatis), the police recorded
0.8 percent fewer accidents than in the same
period last year (1.16 million). In 1.02 million
accidents only property was damaged.
In 140,800 of them people were injured. During
the first six months of the year, 20 out of every
one million German citizens died on the roads.
Road users were at greatest risk in the state
of Saxony-Anhalt, where there were 33 deaths
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One is rushing, three are dying. Billboard of a german
road safety campaign

for every million inhabitants. Destatis has also
provided separate figures for motorcyclists
and pedestrians for the first five months. These
show that motorcycle fatalities rose by 13.2
percent, while 7.5 percent more pedestrians
died. In contrast, there were 53.1 percent
fewer victims of moped accidents. The number
of cyclists killed also fell by 11 percent.

PHOTOS: BMVI/DVR, DEKRA, THINKSTOCK

In brief

Budding engineers out on the track

D

uring a unique week of racing every
year at the Hockenheimring, talented
young engineers have the opportunity
to demonstrate their expertise in the Formula
Student Germany (FSG) competition. More
than 100 teams from Europe and countries
including the USA, Canada, Pakistan, China,
India, and Thailand compete in two categories:
Formula Student Electric and Formula Student
Combustion. As a specialist organization with
extensive experience in the world of motorsport
and in vehicle type approval testing, DEKRA

provides support for the FSG. Before the on-site
scrutineering begins, DEKRA is responsible
for testing the strength of the safety cells and
evaluating the safety of the designs and their
compliance with the regulations. The scrutineers
then assess the safety-related details, such as high
voltage components in the electric cars and the
drivers’ clothing. “For DEKRA as a global expert
organization, the Formula Student competition
is an important platform,” explains Dr. Gerd
Neumann, chairman of the management board
of DEKRA Automobil GmbH.

1.779
seconds
is the new 0 to 100 km/h
record for an electric
car. The record was set
by the Formula Student
Electric Team at the
University of Stuttgart in
the summer of 2015.

PHOTOS: DEKRA

Clear
explanations
The explanatory videos on
DEKRA’s new Internet
portal cover a wide range
of subjects, including
health and safety at
work, strategic corporate communication,
product marketing,
and employee retention. This type of video
is extremely popular
with users, as a recent
survey carried out by the
German Social Accident
Insurance association
(DGUV) showed. Using a
combination of different

Examples and a variety of explanatory video
formats: www.dekra-erklärvideo.de/en
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media and a variety of
animated, cartoon, iconbased, and real-life films,
content can be presented in a clear and
memorable way. The
so-called storytelling,
in other words, the
addition of messages
or learning content to
a story, is the decisive
factor. Customers of
DEKRA Media GmbH,
a subsidiary of DEKRA
Akademie GmbH, can
access a broad portfolio of
implementation options.

Road safety

Vision Zero
Road accidents are responsible for more deaths worldwide than wars and epidemics.
Technical advances in vehicle engineering could in future put a stop to these fatalities,
but from a global perspective this goal still seems to be a long way off.
Text Patrick Broich
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In the more remote
regions of the world,
serious accidents
generally have major
consequences
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Road safety

V

59 %

of Germans have been
involved in an accident
as a driver

In the DEKRA Road
Safety Report 2015,
our experts shed light
on the subject from
the perspective of
accident research, traffic
psychology, and vehicle
technology. Among
other things, the report
highlights the areas with
the greatest potential for
further reductions in the
number of road accident
victims in the EU.
Download the
complete report:
www.dekra.com/
road-safetyreport-2015

ision Zero sounds like an admirable
objective. If the EU Commission has its
way, by 2050 there will be no more serious
injuries and certainly no more fatalities on
the roads of the European Union. The vehicle
manufacturer Volvo aims to ensure that no
one is killed in its vehicles (or at least the new
ones) by 2020. The city of Vienna has also put in
place its own safety program with the intention
of eliminating road deaths within five years.
Is this just wishful thinking or do plans of this
kind have a real chance of success? A number
of cities in Europe, the US and Japan have
already had no fatalities in single years between
2009 and 2012, including major cities such as
Nottingham, Aachen and Salzburg. The question
is — and statistics cannot provide a complete
answer — whether it was simply luck that there
have been no major accidents in these cities over
a certain period.

Stagnation at a high level
The fact is that the number of fatalities on the
roads has already fallen drastically. In 1970,
around 20,000 people died in Germany in traffic
accidents and, despite a significant increase in
the volume of traffic, the figure today is between
3,000 and 4,000. In 2014, there were 25,700
road deaths in the European Union, while in
1991 there were almost 80,000 and there were
also fewer member states. Recently, the number
of accident victims has more or less stagnated,
which gives rise to the question of whether the
potential of safety systems has been exhausted.
The automotive and supplier industries certainly
do not give that impression.
Road users are, of course, not only the people
traveling relatively safely in cars. Pedestrians
and cyclists who have accidents are also included
in the statistics. In 2012, 20 percent of the
accidents where injuries were caused involved
these groups. Eight percent of accident victims
were motorcyclists. Cars were responsible for the
largest proportion of accidents at 64 percent. But
regardless of your means of transport, you are at
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greatest risk of dying on rural roads. According to
the German Federal Statistical Office, this is where
around 60 percent of fatal accidents happen. Only
11 percent of fatalities are the result of freeway
crashes, which means that the fastest roads
are also the safest. Car drivers on urban roads
are in the safest situation as a result of the low
speeds, while pedestrians and cyclists are much
more likely to be injured in this setting, simply
because people move about much more often on
foot and on bicycles in cities. Different accident
characteristics in different cities are due to
people’s transport habits. For example, in cities
with a warm climate, such as Rome or Athens,
more people use mopeds than in Berlin, where
the weather is relatively cool.

Major differences within Europe
Despite generally high standards and good road
conditions, the frequency of accidents and the risks
of dying differ dramatically within the European
Union. While in Sweden there are only three road
fatalities each year for every 100,000 inhabitants,
the figure in Greece, which finds itself at the bottom
of the list, is 12.2. Countries such as Poland (11.8),
Portugal (11.8), and Romania (11.1) are also towards
the lower end of the EU accident scale. Some of
the reasons for this are easy to understand. It is
a well-known fact that well-constructed freeways
with crash barriers are among the safest roads. In
Romania, for example, the proportion of freeways
is very low. The overall road network amounts to
around 200,000 km, of which only 283 km are
freeways (2013). In contrast, Germany has 644,000
km of roads with almost 13,000 km of freeways
and is in second place in the EU behind Spain
(13,500 km). Road surfaces also play a role, along
with the lighting, signs, and safety features. Badly
signed intersections and crossroads (instead of
roundabouts) have a negative impact. In addition,
the mentality of drivers and the traffic monitoring
systems affect the frequency of risks and accidents,
for example, factors such as alcohol consumption
and driving style. The topography of the country
may also make a contribution, so the Netherlands,

Changes to the safety system
The latest developments indicate that the digital change will reshape the relationship
between people, their vehicles, and their surroundings.
The driver hands control to the car

The car gathers infrastructure data

People

People hand over some tasks and
responsibilities to the vehicle. If the driver
is not paying attention, the car will brake
automatically to prevent a collision.
Similarly, if the car seems to be drifting
out of its lane, the automated steering
system will intervene to correct the
maneuver. Intelligent camera systems
monitor the road and are not influenced by
the lights of oncoming cars at night.

Infrastructure

The car
informs
the driver

PHOTOS: DAIMLER

a flat country where traffic is heavily monitored
(3.9 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants), is near the
top of the rankings, while Austria has 6.6 deaths
per 100,000 inhabitants. Sweden has strict speed
limits (110 km/h on the freeway) and the speeding
fines are substantial. Among the larger countries,
Germany, which has no upper speed limit and 4.7
deaths per 100,000, is one of the safest countries in
the world and is among the top ten with the lowest
number of fatalities.

Global discrepancies
However, from a global perspective, even the
poorest-performing EU countries are in an excellent
position. In countries such as the Dominican
Republic (41.7 road deaths per 100,000), Thailand
(38.1), and Venezuela (37.2) driving is much
more dangerous. There are many reasons for
this, but alongside the high proportion of twowheeled transport and, in many cases, the chaotic
conditions on the roads, the equipment in the
cars plays a major role. With 11.4 fatalities per
100,000 inhabitants, the USA’s figures are far from
impressive. This is probably partly due to the lower
rate of safety belt use than in other industrialized
countries. In Germany, where safety belt usage
has reached 98 percent (in the front seats), wearing

Vehicles

The car monitors the driver and
provides useful information.
“If you feel tired, please take
a break.” “Don’t drive too close
to the car in front.” “You’re
drifting out of your lane.” This
type of information is given to
the driver in visual and audible
form. In the future, cars will
be able to communicate with
one another, which will help to
prevent accidents at junctions
and when turning off.

The car
checks the
surroundings

The infrastructure informs
the driver, e.g. about road
conditions

a belt is taken for granted. In addition, almost
all cars have ABS. Throughout the EU, new cars
must now be equipped with electronic stability
control (ESC).
And to go back to Vision Zero, how can we
achieve a goal of this kind? It is clear that it
is not possible without effective assistance
systems. But at least two other factors are
important in this respect. It will be difficult
to reduce the number of road deaths to zero
without preventing drink-driving and clamping
down on infringements of traffic regulations.
It is essential to remember that however good the
assistance systems are they can only function
within physical limits. If a drunken pedestrian
jumps out of the undergrowth onto a rural road at
night, while at the same moment a car roars past
at high speed, the braking distance will be too
short, even with a high-performance autonomous
system. One possible scenario would be to restrict
cars to the permitted maximum speed for the type
of road in question. But the lack of safety reserves
(for example when overtaking) would have the
effect of reducing safety levels. When cars are more
effectively networked with one another, it could
be possible to ban critical overtaking maneuvers.
There will be a lot of lively discussions on this
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In the future, cars will
communicate with their
environment, which will allow
drivers to find out more quickly
about traffic jams, accidents,
and road conditions. The car
will also be able to warn
them about dangerous bends,
steep hills, and junctions where
accidents are frequent.

Daimler is already testing
autonomous trucks.
The Freightliner Cascadia
Evolution has been
approved for road use by
the US state of Nevada.
The driver can use
a tablet to surf the web
during the journey.

Road safety

Global accident
statistics

USA
248,931,633

Fewer people die of the Ebola virus in
Africa and in the dreadful conflicts in the
Middle East and Ukraine every year than
on our roads. The annual road death rate
is roughly the same as the population
of large cities such as Milan, Prague, or
Cologne. But the differences around the
world are huge and depend on the condition
of the road network, population density,
and standards of technology, politics,
and, most importantly, medicine. Europe
is in a comparatively good position.
There are already hundreds of cities with
more than 50,000 inhabitants that have
achieved Vision Zero, in other words, no
deaths on the roads in at least one year.
The expert organization DEKRA sees this
as an encouraging sign that Vision Zero
will not remain a distant Utopia. With its
technical vehicle inspection services and
accident research, DEKRA makes an active
contribution to reducing the number of
accident victims.

35,073

Brazil
34,654,969

43,862
Number of vehicles including
commercial vehicles

For more information, please visit:
www.dekra-vision-zero.com

Road deaths worldwide

Road deaths

By continent

770,259 Asia
223,765 Africa
1,220,439

82,163 South America

annually

75,464 Europe
65,912 Central and North America
2,876 Oceania

REFERENCE: WHO „ROAD TRAFFIC DEATHS REPORT 2012“

Road deaths by road type in Germany (2014)

Total 3,377

2.019

983

375

59.8 %
Rural roads (without highways)

29.1 %
Urban roads

11.1 %
Highways

Road deaths by means of transport in built-up areas in Germany
City

Total 983

368

230

37.5 %
Pedestrian

23.4 %
Bicycle

REFERENCE: FEDERAL STATISTICAL OFFICE GERMANY 2014
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181

122

18.4 %
12.4 %
Car Motorcycle

44 (4.5 %) Moped
16 (1.6 %) Truck
10 (1.0 %) Other
9 (0.9 %) Tractor
3 (0.3 %) Bus

Russia
42,861,778

4,516

Sweden
4,971,927

3,868
Germany
45,983,355
Great
Britain
35,481,003

26,590

Poland
21,356,000

281

2,295

Portugal
5,873,000

Turkey
12,062,014

1,259

8,730
6,579
France
38,067,000

Italy
42,067,078

4,018

Japan
75,512,887

4,359
China
93,500,000

South Africa
8,095,000

India
24,114,000

15,992

276,531

231,452

Australia
15,638,940

1,359

REFERENCE: OICA – ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DES CONSTRUCTEURS D’AUTOMOBILES 2011; WHO „GLOBAL STATUS REPORT ON ROAD SAFETY 2010“

Sales of modern driver assistance systems in 2020 by region in billions of euros
Total
2012 3.4 billion
2014

euros
5.5

2016

8.5

2018

11.2

2020

12.8

Europe

USA, Canada, and Mexico Japan and S. Korea
1.3

0.9
1.8

0.7
1.6

3.2
4.6
5.3

3.1

0.2

0.6

1.6
2.8

Others

0.4
1.2

2.3

China

0.3

1.0

2.0
2.3

0.4

1.3
1.5

0.5
0.6

REFERENCE: ASSISTANT SYSTEMS, COMPONENT MARKET MODEL ROLAND BERGER
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Road safety

Man vs. technology
subject in the years to come, in particular between
consumers and vehicle manufacturers.

Increasing computing power and more
sophisticated sensors are improving the
performance of assistance systems.
Here are five examples:

TASKS
Man

Technology

Night vision assistant
An infrared camera is superior to the human
eye in the dark and can show wild animals,
people, and obstacles on a monitor.

Cross traffic alert
If a driver is reversing out of a parking space
when his view to the side is blocked, the
rear-mounted camera can tell him whether
it is safe to emerge. Without this, a second
person would be needed.

Parking assistant
The computer takes responsibility for the
tiresome maneuvering, but for the time being
experienced drivers can squeeze into smaller
spaces than the assistant.

Semi-autonomous collision
avoidance system
These systems automatically apply the brakes
either partially or fully if the driver fails to notice
obstacles in his path. They can save lives, for
example, if the driver dozes off briefly.

Crosswind assist
Vans, in particular, tend to move across the
road if there are sudden gusts of wind from
the side. The technology can compensate
by counter-steering as effectively as an
experienced driver.

Results
In this selection of assistance systems, the
technology is clearly superior. This trend is set
to continue in future.

1 : 4
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Acceptance problems for safety-related
interventions
Many modern mass-produced cars are already
equipped with autonomous braking systems.
Depending on the technical design of the systems,
today’s sensors are able to detect vehicles and even
pedestrians on the road ahead and, if necessary,
to bring the car to a standstill independently. It
goes without saying that the trend for increasing
automation in cars can no longer be reversed.
This is remarkable given that many car drivers are
skeptical about the latest developments. In the same
way as with the speed limit, many of those surveyed
say that they do not want to have decisions made for
them when driving. But the development engineers
wave these objections aside. They claim that they
are only relieving drivers of unpleasant tasks,
such as boring freeway driving, stop-and-go traffic,
and narrow city streets. However, autonomous
driving in urban areas is still very much a thing
of the future. Mass-produced cars do not yet have
the computing power or the sophisticated sensors
to handle complex junctions. As things currently
stand, it is difficult to imagine a car driving up
to a crosswalk and making independent decisions
about whether people nearby are about to cross
the road or not. It is the fine-tuning that is currently
lacking, and this is the essential feature.
As far as the basic principles of controlling a
vehicle are concerned, autonomous driving is
already possible. Independent acceleration and
braking have been around for several years and
autonomous steering arrived with the popular
parking assistant systems. There is a still a great
deal of potential for developing and refining the
systems, but their current performance is already
impressive. A wide range of cameras, laser scanners,
and short- and long-range radar modules, together
with all-round ultrasound, are the features that
ensure the safety of cars currently on the market.
One interesting aspect is that the demand for
assistance systems is greatest in Europe. A study
by Roland Berger Strategy Consultants showed
that the sales volumes of the crucial assistance
systems amounted to 1.3 billion euros in Europe
in 2013, while in Asia, including China, Japan, and
Korea, the figure was only 1.1 billion and in North
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America only 0.9 billion in the same period. The
forecasts indicate that by 2020 the gap between the
various markets will increase. The annual volume
for Europe is predicted to be 5.3 billion euros, with
Asia (3.8 billion) and North America (3.1 billion)
lagging significantly behind.
Although driver assistance systems are obviously
being used in Europe, a variety of studies show
that there is relatively little interest in the option
of driving by autopilot, at least on certain routes.
Around 54 percent of participants in a survey held
among readers of the German magazine “auto, motor
und sport” in 2014 felt that this new technology
would become widespread, but 64 percent of the
car fans surveyed said that they had little or no
interest in autonomous driving. More pragmatic
drivers are rather more open to the new technology.
In August, German news magazine “Der Spiegel”
(no. 34/2015) published the results of a survey by
the company puls Marktforschung, which showed
that 43 percent of respondents could conceive
of partially autonomous driving. In the same
way that technological progress and conviction
are prompting manufacturers to make driving even
safer, car companies are also determined to offer
customers emotionally appealing products in future.
These include sedans with top-of-the-range engines
and sports cars.

Digital security in cars
In addition to passive and active safety, the classic
disciplines in vehicle manufacturing, developers
will in future have to take into consideration how to
protect cars against attacks by hackers. As modern
cars now have Internet access, it is possible for
cars to be controlled remotely. The two computer
specialists Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek have
recently demonstrated that this is possible by
applying the brakes on a Jeep Cherokee over the net.
If the system can brake independently, the brakes
can also be applied via digital controls by someone
acting externally.
Therefore, driver assistance systems are, on
the one hand, an important means of further
reducing the risk of accidents on the roads, but, on
the other hand, they also give rise to new questions
and challenges which need to be answered by the
mobile human. And as the next generation grows up,
they as digital natives will place different demands
on cars from the generation of drivers before them.

The infrared camera can identify people
and animals in complete darkness

How big is the market for
assistance systems?
They not only improve safety and comfort. They also
represent the industry’s development potential.
Driver assistance systems are a new
and lucrative source of income for
the automotive industry. Alongside
the traditional industry suppliers and
vehicle manufacturers, new sectors
are also benefiting from the complex
systems, including IT companies
and companies that produce optical
systems. The increasingly complex
assistants require more and more
computing power. The introduction
of autonomous driving is following
the same path as electronic safety
systems such as ABS and ESP did
in the past. These features become
available initially in premium models
and cars from the upper-medium
segment. Then they spread quickly
across the model ranges and reach
the mass market. Even the VW Polo is
now available with active cruise control
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at an additional cost. According to
a study carried out by Roland Berger
Strategy Consultants, the market for
assistance systems will grow from
3.5 billion euros (2013) to 12.8 billion
in 2020. This is good news for the
automotive industry, which can charge
substantial prices for these optional
extras, while customers are happy to
pay for more comfort and security.
The industry will also be certain to
receive the blessing of the EU, which
supports the widespread use of driver
assistance systems, because this is
the only way in which it can achieve
Vision Zero, its objective of bringing
an end to deaths on the road. Another
sector that will benefit is the Internet
industry, because while the autopilot
is navigating through the traffic, the
driver can surf the net.

Road safety

Car talk: Clemens Klinke
(left) and Bernd Ostmann
discussing active and
passive safety in cars

Safety inspections
Clemens Klinke, member of the board of management of
DEKRA SE and head of the automotive business unit, in
conversation with editor-in-chief Bernd Ostmann about
future challenges for vehicle engineering and inspections.
Clemens Klinke, what do you believe is DEKRA’s
role with regard to active and passive safety?
Klinke: Our DEKRA Automobile Test Center in
Klettwitz makes us one of the leading players
when it comes to homologation and the approval
of new types of vehicle. As far as periodic vehicle inspections are concerned, we must, of course,
continue keeping pace with developments. One
example is electromagnetic compatibility, which
will become increasingly important in future. At
DEKRA we are in a strong position, partly because
of our cooperation with our industrial division.
CLEMENS KLINKE
A trained car mechanic and mechanical
engineer for automotive technology, Klinke
joined DEKRA in 1984
as a test engineer in
Göttingen. He has been
a member of the board
of management of
DEKRA SE since 2010
and head of the DEKRA
Automotive business
unit since 2006.

Have steps been taken to introduce the testing system in other countries?
Klinke: This has been a real success story for us
over the last few decades in Germany and in other
European countries as far as reducing the number
of road deaths is concerned. Despite the increase
in the number of cars on the roads and the kilometers traveled, we have achieved our goals in reducing the number of victims. Of course, there are several reasons for this. Vehicle inspections is, in my
opinion, one of the important factors. Naturally we
are trying to make progress in this area in other
countries where there are major problems. South
Africa is one example. We are attempting to con-
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vince the governments to introduce at least a minimum standard for vehicle testing.
Is it correct that driver assistance systems are now
being tested in Germany?
Klinke: Yes, in the middle of this year we began testing electronic safety systems in Germany.
What sort of things do you test?
Klinke: Using the so-called vehicle inspection
adapter we can activate the safety-related assistance systems that are installed in the car. We
check the installation and the function of the systems, where this is possible.
For example, we can’t operate airbags — or at
least we could only do it once, of course. In this
case, we check that the airbags are fitted and that
the trigger mechanism can be activated. We can
inspect the lighting and adaptive headlights externally, while in other areas, such as adaptive brake
lights, we break down the entire process from activation through to operation into several steps.
By simulating different delays, we can switch on
different LEDs.
Do you think that DEKRA will have more work to
do in this area in future?

Traffic figures
Individuals can often make a major contribution to
improving safety, but the increasing density of traffic
requires even higher safety standards.

Does the increase in traffic make you feel stressed?

Yes!

What effect will the increasing range of assistance
systems have on road safety and the reduction in
road deaths?
Klinke: That’s a difficult question to answer. I
include modern lighting functions in the category
of assistance systems. If you take everything into
consideration, then 20 percent definitely isn’t too
high a figure. I’m convinced of that.

67 %

Japan

50 %

USA

49 %

China

40 %
REFERENCE:CONTINENTAL MOBILITYSTUDY 2013

84 %
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59 %
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Sweden

Australia
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South Korea

96 %

Argentina

97 %

Italy

International comparison of the percentage of
safety belts worn in the back seat:

Germany

Assistance systems are only inspected in Germany
and not in other EU countries. Why is this?
Klinke: The standards for vehicle inspections vary
significantly across the different EU states. The
first moves are now being made toward introducing uniform minimum standards. But Germany
has always been a pioneer in this respect and that
also applies to inspecting electronic systems. I am
pleased that Germany has legislation requiring
safety-related systems once built into vehicles to
function for the entire life of the vehicle and requiring the systems to be tested as part of the vehicle
inspection.

Germany

USA

Klinke: Electronics in cars will of course become
increasingly important. Where electronic systems are installed to improve road safety,
we must ensure that they function perfectly
throughout the entire lifetime of the vehicle.
We will be checking this as part of the vehicle
inspection. As the number of assistance systems
grows, this area will undoubtedly become more
important in future.

10 %

9%

26 %

REFERENCE: IRTAD, INTERNATIONAL ROAD TRAFFIC AND ACCIDENT DATABASE DER OECD
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What is the situation with data security? Will that
form part of the inspections in future?
Klinke: Sooner or later, areas such as electromagnetic compatibility and the protection of systems
against external manipulation will have to be
included in the vehicle inspection. The decisions
are for legislators to make, but these subjects are
on our agenda.
DEKRA is collecting a large amount of data in these
different areas. Does that mean that new business
opportunities are opening up?
Klinke: Of course that is something that we need
to think about. But our main aim is for the data we
are collecting to help to improve road safety even
further, for example our well- respected accident
research departments.

Percentage of safety belts worn in Germany
Cars

Trucks

98 %

90 %

Children in
cars without
adequate child
seats for
their age:

21 %

in the city

13 %

on rural roads

REFERENCE: BAST, GERMANY FEDERAL HIGHWAY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Danger on the road from cell phone use
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13.9 meters

33.3 meters

Job portrait of a dummy

The nation’s
punching bags
They hit the wall at 80 km/h: tough crash test dummies put their “bones” on the line
in the cause of safety, but they are also highly sensitive measuring instruments.
This is a job portrait.
Text Norbert Böwing
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C

rash tests are always exciting. Glass
splintering, metal crunching, and the airbag
exploding out of the steering wheel. Generally
there’s a dreadful bang and when it’s all over
everyone involved knows more than they did before.
But does anyone ever ask about us dummies? We do
our job, which means putting our steel bones and
rubber-covered metal heads on the line in the service
of accident research. The resulting data is stored on

a computer and evaluated down to the last detail.
The data is collected using up to 150 measurement
probes and sensors, which are fastened to critical
parts of my body. That’s my head, neck, ribcage,
thighs, shins, and ankles. These are the areas where
I am particularly sensitive. Just like a human being.
It’s hard to imagine, but one single crash can produce
tens of thousands of measurements, which can be
used to identify and minimize the risk of injury.
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In an offset crash, the
body structure must allow
enough room for survival

Job portrait of a dummy
1

»A world
without road
accidents
would be
wonderful, but
until we get
that far, crash
tests using
dummies are
essential«
Peter Rücker
Team Leader
Crash Tests
+49 711 7861-2609
peter.ruecker@
dekra.com

Here in the DEKRA Crash Test Center there are
around 200 crashes a year, carried out on behalf
of vehicle manufacturers or insurance companies
or for research purposes. We are a group of 25
dummies from the latest generation: the Hybrid 3
category. Nine of us live here in Neumünster. We
even have our own room that they like to describe
as a laboratory, which is carefully protected from
prying eyes. Or perhaps it’s kept secure because we
are so valuable? Anyway, it looks like a huge safe.
My name is Manfred or Manni, as they call me affectionately, particularly when the going gets tough.
I was born on June 1, 2005 in Plymouth, Michigan,
where the largest dummy manufacturer in the
world has its headquarters. They’ve even noted
my birthday on my resume, which also lists everything that my 78-kilo body has had to put up with.

Comparability is everything
In the laboratory, the working day generally
begins at about eight. I spend the night sitting
on a frame similar to a wheelchair, which makes
sure that I don’t get worn out. It’s much the same
as with humans: constant stresses are not good
for your joints. Because then there’s the risk that
the fi
 gures obtained in the crash test will be incorrect or u
 nusable. I also don’t like extremes of temperature, which is why our laboratory is kept at a
constant 20 degrees Celsius. The worst is if a test
starts very early. Then I have to sit all night in
the car, supported by a small crane, with a special air conditioning system maintaining the cor-

HIC – HEAD INJURY CRITERION
The HIC figure is used to assess acceleration-related head injuries.
It provides evidence of the risk of injury in comparable accidents involving
different vehicle models. The biomechanical limit is 1,000, which equates
to a constant head impact at 60 times gravitational acceleration.
Measurements of over 1,000 mean that the likelihood of suffering severe
or even fatal head injuries is very high. Dummies have many other
measurement points, but the HIC is used in current crash standards
throughout the world because of its good comparability.
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rect temperature. It’s not exactly comfortable for a
man who is 1.75 meters tall. Sometimes they even
cover me with blankets so that I don’t get cold.
Here at DEKRA they look after us very well. They
think of everything: in the linen closet there’s even
a spare suit for each of us in a shade of heather purple. Lightweight cotton clothing, made from fine
ribbed jersey, is mandatory. It’s laid down by law.
I think they really appreciate us. Even though more
and more preliminary tests are now being carried
out in a virtual environment, Peter Rücker, who
is Team Leader Crash Tests in Stuttgart, says that
there are no alternatives to us. Who else would
want to be a punching bag in the cause of safety?
In the 1950s, the industry even used corpses in
crash tests. That’s hard to imagine now. It’s much
easier with us. We are standardized and so we provide reproducible results. Also they need different
dummies for different accident scenarios. We not
only drive cars and ride motorbikes, we also sit on
bicycles and in child seats, and act as pedestrians.
Men, women, and children — all with a specially
designed “skeleton”. And because people are getting increasingly overweight, I even have relatives
who are equally plump.

2
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3

1 Carsten Steppan puts
the dummy’s standardized
work clothes on
2 Manni’s safety belt must
be fitted correctly, even in
the passenger seat

4

Although we have to withstand a lot, we are not
immortal. Only recently a customer wanted me to
jump out of a second floor window. Another one
planned to push me down the cellar stairs. We don’t
like that sort of thing. And we’re not fond of water
or fire either! But we can withstand much more
than the human body. I only need to mention the
word HIC. This stands for head injury criterion and
is used to measure head impacts. It is the integral
value of head acceleration during a monitored time
interval (see the box). The limit is 1,000. After this
the injury becomes life-threatening for humans and
this can happen in a frontal impact at 50 km/h. Car
manufacturers are trying to design their vehicles
so that the HIC only reaches one third of the limit.
How do I know that? Because of accident research
using dummies. If the driver doesn’t wear a safety
belt or hits the steering wheel of an older car hard,
the HIC rapidly reaches 2,000 or 3,000.

Rest and recuperation
After every fourth crash test, I have to take a break.
I travel to a specialist company in Bergisch-Gladbach for recalibration. Our laboratory manager

5

Carsten Steppan, who is also responsible for the
measurement systems in Neumünster, unscrews
my legs and puts me in a big packing crate. I’m then
generally sent off on my journey with an express
courier. It’s like a holiday for me. The regular checkups are carried out to make sure that my measurement equipment is still functioning properly. The
laboratory checks every part of my body with great
care. All the parameters must remain the same to
ensure that the results of the tests are comparable.
But I sometimes travel as a passenger in a car,
for example when another test facility needs me
urgently. Recently we were on our way to Berlin and
I very much wanted to have a go in the driver’s seat,
but that’s really not possible — or not yet at least.
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3 Dummies come in all
sizes, from babies to
overweight adults
4 The dummy’s skeleton
is much more stable than
a human’s, but is fitted
with hundreds of sensors
5 Manni is packed up
and ready to go for his
check-up

For more information, please visit:
www.dekratechnologycenter.com

Interview

No alcohol
and no cell
phones
Europe’s roads are becoming safer.
Over the last ten years the number of
accident victims has fallen by half.
Text Regina Weinrich

T
ANTONIO AVENOSO
Since 2001 Antonio
Avenoso has been
working for the ETSC.
In 2006, he was
appointed deputy
executive director of
the organization and
in 2008 he became
its head. The 41-yearold is responsible for
monitoring the activities
of the European
Commission and calling
on it to introduce
strategic goals that will
reduce the number of
serious injuries.

his good news is not a reason for Antonio
Avenoso to sit back and relax. As he explains,
500 deaths on the roads each week is still
far too many. And in Western Europe the figures
went up again last year. The executive director of
the European Transport Safety Council (ETSC)
in Brussels is calling for the introduction of
automatic speed limiters and a zero blood-alcohol
limit for drivers.
So no beers and not even a small glass of wine. Do
you think that you will be able to implement such
an unpopular measure?
Drinking and driving is becoming less and less
socially acceptable. People are starting to see
things differently, as has already happened with
smoking. Who would have imagined 20 years ago
that there would be smoking bans in my home
country of Italy? It’s simply more practical not to
drink anything. The effect of alcohol on people
varies depending on the situation and that is hard
for each individual to assess.
You are also in favor of alcolocks.
They are a good thing, because they mean that
drivers caught over the limit will no longer lose
their licenses. They can still drive to work or on
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holiday, but only if they blow into the alcolock
before they start the engine. These locks are already
fitted in school buses in Finland and France and in
many taxis in Sweden. Several countries are using
them successfully to rehabilitate drink-drivers.
But the main cause of death on the roads is speed.
And not only on freeways. It goes without saying
that Germany should introduce speed limits on
its freeways. It’s the only country in the EU that
allows people to drive as fast as they want. But we
also need to do something in cities, where many
pedestrians and cyclists are killed or seriously
injured. Fortunately, 30 km/h zones are being
introduced in many places. We are also calling
for all new cars to be fitted as standard with an
intelligent speed assistant. This will help drivers
to keep to all the speed limits, while ensuring that
they still have full control over the car.
Simple technologies can also be highly effective.
For example, safety belts have already saved a lot
of lives.
That’s true, but the proportion of people wearing
safety belts varies between 95 and 70 percent in
the various EU states. Safety belt alarms should
be installed for all the seats in cars.

VISION ZERO

0%

-10%

-20%

PHOTOS: JEAN MICHEL CLAJOT; DIAGRAM: ETSC (2015)

-30%

-40%
2012

2014

2016

Reduction observed in road deaths
EU road deaths target

is the objective adopted by politicians, public
bodies, and businesses to design the traffic
system so that fatal and serious accidents can
be prevented, on the principle that “no one
dies and everyone arrives at their destination.”

You’re also addressing another controversial
subject. You want to ban the use of cell phones
in cars, even those with hands-free systems.
A lot of proposals seem unreasonable at first
glance. But no one disputes that a driver who
is busy with his cell phone is putting himself
and other road users at risk. As things currently
stand, it will be difficult to gain acceptance for
a ban of this kind, but we need to work on it.
In a few years, using a cell phone when driving
will be as socially unacceptable as smoking in the
workplace.
And then there’s “Vision Zero”, in other words, the
concept of no deaths on the roads, which is also
supported by DEKRA.
The ETSC supports Vision Zero. But to turn a
vision into reality, we need to increase the controls
and the prosecutions on an ongoing basis, as well
as improve road safety and the infrastructure and
raise public awareness. An ageing population
and increasing distractions while driving are
other important factors that will not disappear
of their own accord or be resolved by the sudden
appearance of autonomous vehicles. Everyone
involved must make an effort to improve every
aspect of road safety.
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Antonio Avenoso has
managed a number of
international research
networks and road
safety programs

For more
information,
please visit:
www.etsc.eu

Leisure

Breakdown
Now of all times: just when you’re looking forward to sun, sea, and sand.
You can already taste the salt on your lips and then your motor home
breaks down. And here of all places: in the middle of nowhere. Cars are
rushing past. No one stops. It’s getting dark. The children are tired.
Text Volker Hammermeister
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I

t emerges later that the animal kingdom is
responsible for the problem. A marten played
around in the engine compartment the night
before the family left for their holiday and gnawed
a water hose, which led to gradual losses from the
high-pressure cooling system and ultimately to
the diesel engine overheating. The young family
had a bad start to their vacation. This could
happen to anyone, but other sorts of surprises
are easier to prevent.
The technology used in a motor home differs
significantly from that of a normal house. The
furniture is bolted in place and it may be necessary
to rotate the driver’s seat through 180 degrees to
create a table and chairs. Not only the oven is gas-

powered but also the heating and, in some cases,
the refrigerator. Supplies of water and electricity
are limited, particularly away from campsites.
Motor homes are huge in relative terms and the cabover can hit overhanging branches. Drivers have to
swing wider on corners and drive much more slowly
because the body leans over a long way. In roadworks
on the freeway, motor homes are banned from
the fast lane. Side winds can be a major problem.
Overtaking takes a lot longer, as does braking. But
once you’ve come to grips with all of this, driving
such a big vehicle can be a great deal of fun.
And then there are advantages of a motor
home vacation, which include the feeling of
freedom and independence. The Forschungs-

Endurance test:
A breakdown tries
everyone’s patience
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Leisure

1 The vehicle inspection
adapter reads the vehicle
data 2 Brake test on the rolling road 3 Visual check of
the underbody 4 Headlight
adjustment 5 Focus on the
gas test 6 The bicycle rack
is firmly fixed in place

1

2

3

»The inspection of the
gas system
is about only
one thing –
your safety«
Daniel Thier
DEKRA test engineer
in Stuttgart

4

gemeinschaft Urlaub und Reisen, a German
vacation research association, estimated that
around five million caravan holidays (including
motor homes) were taken by Germans in 2014.
By far the most popular destination was Germany,
followed by Italy. The European market for motor
homes is booming. In Germany alone, dealers
registered 11,563 new motor homes in the first
quarter of 2015, an increase of 5.3 percent over the
previous year.
There are different types of motor homes on
the market. Panel trucks are ideal for up to two
people, but generally do not have a shower or toilet.
In addition, you have to assemble your bed every
evening. Class C motor homes with cab-overs have
bathroom facilities and are suitable for families.
These classic models usually have a large double
bed over the cab. Class B motor homes do not
have a cab-over but are more aerodynamic. Class
A motor homes are the luxury models, which have
a completely new body built on the chassis by the
manufacturer. Once you have chosen the type of
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motor home you want, other decisions have to be
made, such as bunk, single-, double-, or queen-sized
beds or a combination, a separate shower cubicle,
a large storage area at the back, a corner kitchen,
underfloor or hot air heating, and many more.
It’s almost like building a house.

Checking the vehicle weight
The choice of a motor home also depends on official criteria, including the type of driver’s license.
In Germany, class B licenses only cover vehicles
with a permissible maximum weight of 3.5 tonnes.
If you passed your driving test before 1999, the
rules for the old class 3 driver’s license apply.
In this case the maximum weight is 7.5 tonnes.
Vehicle inspections at DEKRA ensure that motor
homes are safe to drive on the roads. In Germany,
new motor homes weighing up to 3.5 tonnes have
to undergo an inspection for the first time after
36 months and then every 24 months. Vehicles with
a permissible maximum weight between 3.5 and 7.5
tonnes have their first inspection after two years.

PHOTOS: JAN POTENTE

5

6

Inspections continue on a two-yearly cycle until the
sixth year and then take place every year. Motor
homes with a maximum weight of more than 7.5
tonnes have to be inspected every 12 months.
DEKRA carries out inspections at around
400 sites all over Germany. These cover the brakes,
steering, lights, other electrical components,
axles, wheels, suspension, chassis, and frame.
The engineers check that the vehicle complies
with emissions regulations and inspect the driver’s
visibility, the vehicle’s identifying features, and
any modifications to the equipment. One important
subject is the tires. Owners of motor homes that
are rarely used may think at first glance that their
tires have plenty of tread, but they also need to take
into consideration the age of the tires. According to
DEKRA experts, the risk of dangerous tire damage
increases significantly from six years onward.
DEKRA testers also check the body and add-on
parts during the vehicle inspection, because there
must be no protruding sharp edges. The testers also
focus on the liquid petroleum gas (LPG) system.
A valid gas test certificate is needed to pass the
vehicle inspection. Both of these inspections can
be carried out at the same time. The gas bottles,
storage boxes, and vents must be easily accessible.
Testers examine the hoses, pressure regulators,
and connections to the gas bottles, which must
not be more than ten years old, to ensure that they
function correctly and do not leak. If everything
is as it should be, the tester puts a new inspection
sticker on the registration plate. That’s not only
a good feeling, but also a good basis for a problemfree vacation.

HINTS FOR BEGINNERS
PRACTICE MANEUVERING
You can only see behind your motor home using the side mirrors. Your
passenger must direct you when you are maneuvering. Roll down your
window so that you can hear what they are saying. The person giving
directions should maintain eye contact with the driver in the mirrors.

WEIGHT
Many motor homes have a very limited payload. It helps not to fill the water
tank to the brim until you reach your destination. And regardless of how
well you look after your motor home, the water is fine for showering but
not for drinking.

SAFE LOADING
Heavy objects should be stored low down. In high cupboards they can
turn into missiles during emergency braking.

TIRE PRESSURE
It will be much higher than your car’s. Typical figures are 3.5 bar at the
front and 4.5 at the back.

ONCOMING TRUCKS
Instead of staring at a truck on a narrow country road like a rabbit in the
headlights, it is better to look in your passenger side mirror to ensure that
you are as close to the edge of the road as possible.

USEFUL INFORMATION
Use camping guides and the Internet:
What are the rules in the countries you are traveling to?
They range from the need to attach a warning sign to places
where you can spend the night. In Germany, you can stay in a
public place for one night, but then you have to move on.
So-called motor home parking areas are a cheaper
alternative to normal campsites.

For more information about vehicle inspections,
visit: www.dekra.com/main-inspection
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Motorsport

Gear heads
The top managers from DEKRA North America and the US motorsport
association IMSA have gasoline in their veins and the courage to make
unconventional moves. Since the start of the 2015 season, they have
been partners in the “TUDOR United SportsCar Championship”.
Text Eva-Maria Burkhardt
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The thorough scrutineering
process ensures that the
cars comply with the rules
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Four categories of car
make up the grid of the
TUDOR championship.
The Riley Ford
EcoBoost on the ramp
for an inspection is one
of the prototypes

T

WHAT IS IMSA?

he first hurdle was the highest. DEKRA’s debut
race in the American sports car championship
was, of course, a 24-hour event — the long
distance classic in Daytona. Were there any
problems or difficulties at the start of this complex
project? “Not at all,” says Donald O. Nicholson,
president and CEO of DEKRA North America. Two
thirds of the season has now passed without a hitch
and DEKRA has made a major contribution to the
vehicle approval process. As Nicholson sums it up:
“We’re all very proud of what we have achieved.”
The head of the DEKRA Automotive business unit,
Clemens Klinke, visited the USA to find out for
himself how things were going. There he met the
IMSA management team, including Jim France, the
owner of the NASCAR series. “Clemens Klinke was
full of praise for our team,” said Nicholson, with
satisfaction.

IMSA is the US-based
International Motor
Sports Association.
Among other
things, IMSA acts
as the regulatory
body for the TUDOR
United SportsCar
Racing series, which
was created in 2014
following the merger of
the GRAND-AM series
and the American
Le Mans Series (ALMS).

Credibility for motorsport
The DEKRA experts, together with the IMSA
engineers, are responsible for ensuring that the
events comply with the technical regulations and
safety standards of the TUDOR championship.
In American motorsport, it is unheard of for organizers to have independent inspectors monitoring
what they are doing. But both parties will benefit
from this small revolution. The independent testing
body DEKRA brings more credibility to the inspection process. At the same time, Nicholson is pleased
that this has further enhanced the image of DEKRA
North America as a provider of independent tests,
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testing procedures, and certification processes in
the automotive industry and beyond. DEKRA’s partner is also more than satisfied: “We are pleased that
DEKRA has chosen IMSA to increase its recognition in North America,” says IMSA president Scott
Atherton. “This partnership will also help us with
presenting the technology at the race tracks.”
For DEKRA, involvement in motorsport has long
become a tradition. DEKRA test engineers have
been contributing their expertise to the most popular international touring car series (DTM or German Touring Car Masters) for more than 25 years.
DEKRA experts are also involved in the Formula
1 World Championships, where they are making
use of their networking skills. The IMSA managers became aware of the successful cooperation
between DTM and the expert organization during
negotiations with the DTM umbrella body ITR. They
made contact with DEKRA North America and then
things started to happen very quickly. Donald O.
Nicholson and members of his management team
visited two IMSA races in August and October and
a series of meetings were held. The phone lines to
Germany were hot right from the beginning. “We
were in contact with the DEKRA DTM team from
day one,” explains Nicholson. “Primarily of course
with Wolfgang Dammert and Volker Noeske. They
were closely involved in establishing the new partnership.” Dammert and Noeske have been the technical managers on the DTM project since 2000.
By mid December 2014, the new partnership
had already been made public and DEKRA held its

Motorsport

successful debut in Daytona at the end of January.
However, the DTM concept was not reproduced in
full in the USA. While the Germans carry out the
entire technical approval process themselves on
behalf of the DMSB (the governing body of motor
racing in Germany), in America there is a division
of labor. The IMSA engineers are responsible for
the actual testing of the cars, while the three-person team of DEKRA experts headed by Kirk Fordham supervises the process and ensures that every
racing car undergoes the same procedure. If everything is approved, an IMSA inspector signs the
DEKRA sticker and applies it to the car. The two
teams work closely together.
Four days before the race, the first DEKRA technicians arrive. They run a first-pass test of all the
cars before any of them are allowed on the track.
After the qualifying laps and the race itself, there
are two additional testing processes which only
apply to the three best-placed cars in each of the
four race categories. This ensures that everything
is technically correct during the race.

PHOTOS: SCOTT LEPAGE AND MICHAEL LEVITT

Effective networks
As is normally the case with important race series,
motorsport is a major networking opportunity in
North America. The DEKRA hospitality suite often

plays host to top managers from the car manufacturers involved in the race, sponsors, team heads,
and celebrities.
DEKRA’s involvement in the TUDOR championship also includes the DEKRA Green Challenge
Award for the GT Le Mans class. This is the only
race series with a so-called “green reporting” system. This was introduced by the US Department
of Energy as part of a comprehensive strategic
alliance with IMSA. The cars in the TUDOR championship run on biofuel. The aim is to give car
manufacturers and racing teams a platform for
experimenting with alternative fuels.
On the basis of a complicated calculation system, the team with the “greenest” racing car is
awarded a trophy at the end of every race event.
The competition is highly prestigious. “Presenting the trophy to teams that represent manufacturers such as BMW, Chevrolet, Ferrari or
Porsche is a very impressive moment for us,”
says Nicholson.
Sometimes the award is also an emotional highlight, for example when the winner’s name is Bobby
Rahal. The former champion and Indy 500 winner runs a BMW team together with US talk show
host David Letterman which won the DEKRA Green
Challenge Award in Canada.

1
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3
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For more information about
DEKRA North
America, visit:
www.dekra-na.com

1 Motorsport enthusiasts:
(from left) Donald O.
Nicholson (DEKRA NA),
Jim France (IMSA),
Clemens Klinke
(DEKRA SE), Ed Bennet
(IMSA), Scott Atherton
(IMSA), Kirk Fordham
(DEKRA NA)
2 The cars are inspected
in the IMSA tent
3 Those that pass are
given a DEKRA sticker
4 The entrance to the
DEKRA checkpoint is
clearly marked

Rail transport

A

s the soundproof double doors open, the
typical aroma of iron and oil reaches me.
It is the smell of engineering. The tiled room
contains large green machines and the walls are
lined with shelves holding test equipment and
accessories, each item larger than the next. A crane
is available to lift test specimens weighing several
tonnes onto the measurement benches. Welcome
to DEKRA Rail in Utrecht in the Netherlands. Here
technical specialists and engineers test sections
of track that express and freight trains weighing
more than 1,000 tonnes thunder over on a daily
basis. This exposes the rails to huge forces and

the safety requirements for the railway system are
correspondingly high. The tests on sections of track
are just one example of the many investigations
and checks that DEKRA Rail carries out here.
The rail is subjected to repeated hard blows.
It is not possible to stay in the room without ear
defenders. The process simulates what happens
when a train with wheel sets that are out-of-round
because of constant braking passes over the rail.
The flats on the wheels cause this hammering
effect in practice. Another test which also involves
point loads is used to find out whether a particular
type of steel has the right levels of resistance and

Heavy metal
The railways are the safest form of transport on the planet. But that is not something
that should be taken for granted. It is the result of consistent hard work.
Text Iep van der Meer, Andreas Techel
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Measuring noise on the rails is part of
the testing program at DEKRA Rail
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1 An ultrasonic camera
inspects the shell of
a roller bearing to find
tiny cracks
2 For material tests, the
rail samples have to be
sawn into pieces
3 Before the tensile
and pressure loads are
applied, the testers wire
dynamometers to the test
specimen
4 Measuring the radius
of the curved edges of
the rails
5 The mobile flatness test
is carried out on site
6 A metal sample
under the microscope
provides information
about the loads it has
been subjected to during
the tests
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Rail transport

PHOTOS: RON VAN DER SLIK

flexibility to withstand these heavy weights. Load
tests of this kind can last for days. Subsequently,
the testers saw the section of rail into pieces so that
they can evaluate changes in the structure of the
material, which enables them to draw conclusions
about its safety and service life. This is important
information for rail operating companies which is
needed to improve their maintenance procedures
and to calculate costs. As well as carrying out
material tests, the engineers also monitor the
rails that are in operation. Information about their
current condition is important for planning and
for the safety of railway operation. DEKRA Rail has
a mobile unit for this purpose which can be used
almost anywhere in the world.
The test engineers not only focus on the track,
the points, and the other equipment. They monitor
the entire system. They test every component of
wagons and locomotives for functionality and
safety, from wheel bearings to steps. Behind the
soundproof doors of the test building there are
rooms equipped with microscopes, test tubes,
and everything else you would expect to find in
a chemical laboratory. This is because the experts
in Utrecht even inspect rail lubricants and other
operating materials. Here, not far from Utrecht
Central Station, the most important railway
junction in the Netherlands, where the Dutch
national railways have their headquarters and
make their decisions about their fleet, timetable
and maintenance of their network.

throughout Europe and sometimes even further
away. The passionate commitment of the DEKRA
Rail employees is striking. The enthusiasm with
which they talk about their work identifies them
as genuine railwaymen, who see their job as
guaranteeing safety and improving efficiency.

For more
information,
please visit:
www.dekra-rail.com

THREE QUESTIONS FOR...

Pieter Dings,
Director of Sales and Business Development, DEKRA Rail BV

What role does DEKRA Rail play in the world of railways?
As approval specialists and inspectors we have built up a great deal of
expertise, and not only in Europe, which allows us to provide support for
rail operators and help them to achieve the best possible performance.
This ranges from monitoring the production of rail vehicles and the
technical inspection of the entire rail system through to route planning and
building management. We have staff working in Europe, North America,
and South Africa. The European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS),
which is becoming more and more important in global terms, is making our
experience of increasing interest to customers all over the world.

From coefficients of friction to decibels
Measuring the noise of passing trains is another
important area of investigation, not only in the
densely populated Netherlands. This is precisely the
area where big challenges exist for rail transport,
which in other respects is regarded as being
particularly environmentally friendly. Therefore,
DEKRA Rail investigates individual components
and their influence on noise levels. Using real-time
measurements and a subsequent data analysis,
further measures can be taken to improve the
coefficients of friction and reduce the noise
produced. DEKRA Rail benefits from its location in
Utrecht where trains run directly past the company
headquarters, which means that measurements
can sometimes easily be made on the spot. Of
course, that is not always the case, which is why
the company carries out measurements of this kind

What is the basis for your success?
We are a notified body (editor’s note: an organization acknowledged by
the government) and this gives us the authority to approve systems and
components for specific purposes. With these Asset Admittance services,
we help our customers to obtain their “license to operate” by inspecting
the products they supply for safety and quality in relation to the relevant
specifications. With our Asset Insights services we support our customers
with managing the condition of their systems, which is the key to better
performance and cost control.

What motivates you?
That’s easy to explain. Our slogan is “committed to safety, improving
performance”. We aim to provide the highest possible level of safety for
our customers, while maximizing the service life of the components of
their systems.
Pieter Dings
+31 30 30 05271
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Email:
pieter.dings@dekra.com

Anniversary party

Celebrating safety
After 90 years
of successfully
promoting the
cause of safety,
there are more
than 90 reasons
for DEKRA
to celebrate,
review its
achievements,
and announce
a new objective.
Text
Georg Weinand

A

t DEKRA’s 90th anniversary party, held at
the company’s headquarters in Stuttgart,
guests were welcomed by Stefan Kölbl,
chairman of the board of management of DEKRA
e.V. and DEKRA SE, alongside the current MinisterPresident of Baden-Württemberg, Winfried
Kretschmann, and the former Minister-President
and current EU commissioner for the digital
economy and society, Günther Oettinger.
Both speakers warmly praised the achievements of the testing organization. “Safety
is a fundamental human need, which is why
guaranteeing safety is not an end in itself, but
a duty,” explained Kretschmann. He expressed
his pleasure at having DEKRA as an independent
partner in Baden-Württemberg with responsibility
for evaluating compliance with safety standards.
Günther Oettinger was impressed by the success of
DEKRA’s international expansion and spoke about
future areas of business in cyberspace. “I am certain

that DEKRA certificates for data security tests will
in future be highly sought‑after.”
Thomas Pleines, chairman of the supervisory
board of DEKR A SE and chairman of the
presidential board of DEKRA e.V., thanked the
organization’s 23,000 members for their long-term
trust and promised that DEKRA would continue
to impress them with its products, services,
and national presence in future. Stefan Kölbl
revealed the formula behind DEKRA’s success:
“Only an independent body can implement
statutory standards and guidelines in
a neutral way.” Kölbl praised the company’s
35,000 employees in 50 countries. Without
their commitment and resolution, DEKR A’s
success would not have been possible.
And he explained that the objective of the
company’s vision 2025 was now within reach:
“By our 100th anniversary, we intend to be the
global partner for a safe world.”

Bearing gifts:
Stefan Kölbl, Thomas Pleines and
Heiko Haasler (from left)

Warm welcome:
Helen Kölbl and
Winfried Kretschmann
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Prominent well-wishers:
Winfried Kretschmann (2nd from left) and Günther Oettinger
(right) together with Stefan Kölbl (left) and Thomas Pleines
(2nd from right) outside the entrance to the DEKRA headquarters

Attentive audience:
Günther Oettinger congratulates
DEKRA in his speech
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Anniversary party
Prestigious guests:
Bärbel Bahnmüller and Count
Björn Wilhelm Bernadotte

Long-term associates:
Prof. Dr. Carl Hahn (photo
above) and Günther Oettinger in conversation with
Stefan Kölbl

Beaming smiles:
Michael Föll (left), Roland
Gerdon (center) and
Günther Oettinger
Total concentration:
Rosa Neßling on the
violin and Sebastian
Fritsch on the cello

Anniversary celebration:
Stephan Heigl with
Sandra and Joachim
Fehrenkötter at the party
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Combined expertise:
Prof. Dr. Gerhard Zeidler, Günther Oettinger
and Wolfgang Drexler (from left)

Strong partnership:
Prof. Dr. Klaus Mangold, Prof. Dr. Kurt Lauk,
Helen and Stefan Kölbl with Joachim Rudolf (from left)
In a festive mood:
Frank Große-Vehne, Silvija Lax
and Rolf-Günther Lübke (from left)

A chance to talk:
Klemens GroßeVehne and Dr. h. c.
Rudolf Böhmler
at the anniversary
reception in the
DEKRA
headquarters

In good company:
Kai Varnai, Barbara Susanne Emmerich and Clemens
Klinke (from left) enjoying the party atmosphere

Culinary pleasures:
the anniversary
menu took the
guests “through
nine decades”
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Future

Quo vadis,
car?

Vehicle computers have
been connected to the
Internet for some time and
the sensors in assistance
systems are becoming
more sensitive with each
new generation of car.
We take a look at driving
in tomorrow’s world.
Text Patrick Broich
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I

’m already late. Quickly I climb into my recently
purchased car. A razor-sharp display appears
across the entire breadth of the interior showing
the following information: “September 15, 2025,
8.24 am, range 287 km.” Over the loudspeakers,
my virtual passenger says in a clear voice: “Good
morning Mr. Broich. Given the current traffic
situation you will unfortunately be 18 minutes late
for your appointment at 10.30 at Handwerkstraße
15 in Stuttgart. Should I inform Dr. Neumann by
email?” “No, I’d like to try to get there on time,”
I reply. “That will only be possible by exceeding
the speed limit in certain places,” she says. There’s
not even a hint of disapproval in her voice, but I

wonder briefly whether my intentions are
being stored somewhere on the internet. At
first I drive in pure electric mode, but it
soon becomes clear that with my foot
so hard on the gas pedal I also need the
conventional three-cylinder engine. As I filter
onto the A8 freeway, I hand over to the autopilot
and say “Freeway speed plus 10 percent.”
While I download my first few emails, the
digital passenger informs me of my new arrival
time. Only six minutes late, so that should be OK.
The functions that in 2015 were starting
to be available in premium vehicles, ten
years later come as standard even in smaller

Fully informed:
data about the traffic situation
and possible dangers is shared
via car-to-car communication
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Future

THREE QUESTIONS FOR...

Dr. Gerd Neumann,
Chairman of the Management Board of
DEKRA Automobil GmbH

Do you think this scenario is possible?
A lot of things are technically possible, but
whether they will actually be part of everyday life
in ten years’ time is another question. And it’s less
about automotive engineering and more about
the conditions. For example, legal issues need
to be resolved, such as liability. Another essential factor is making systems of this kind secure
from external digital manipulation. Moreover,
guaranteeing their technical safety throughout

the lifetime of the vehicle becomes much more
important, together with the possibility of testing
this in a vehicle inspection.

Is DEKRA preparing for developments of
this kind?
We are, of course, looking into these areas very
closely because they directly affect the future of
vehicle inspections. The vehicle inspection adapter
was introduced this year in Germany to allow testing
of electronic systems. That is the first important step.
Other changes will follow on this basis and DEKRA is
represented on a variety of national and international
committees where its expertise is valued.

What do you think the consequences will
be for road safety?
No one disputes that there is the potential for considerable improvements in safety. For example,
collision avoidance systems can prevent an accident at the end of a queue of traffic if the driver is
distracted or at least minimize the consequences.
And pedestrian detection systems are currently
being developed. It is difficult to put the possible
increase in safety into figures, but it’s clear that
noticeable advances can be made that are no
longer possible with passive safety measures. It
is entirely feasible that we could reduce the risk of
accidents by a percentage of double figures.
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»Fully autonomous cars are likely
to be available from 2030«
Roland Berger, Strategy Consultants

1 The autonomous car of
the future could function
as a conference room with
display screens built into
the side walls 2 These
can be controlled by
gestures 3 A smartwatch
shows where the car is
parked 4 Sensors scan
the environment and
increase pedestrian safety
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models. Many types of assistance system are
intervening more closely in what happens when
cars are being driven, but the basic principle of
driving has not changed since the early days of
mass transport in the 20th century. Most cars still
have diesel or gasoline engines under the hood,
but they are often supported by electric motors.
Support for the drivers takes quite a different form:
the vehicles are equipped with high-performance
sensors and plenty of computer power. They also
have voice control systems that are the equivalent
of a real conversation.
High-precision lasers with multiple beams scan
objects at close range, while image-processing video
systems detect more distant objects and also help to
keep the car in its lane. The car is aware of what is
happening around it. In addition, it has a software
system that coordinates the data from the many

PHOTOS: AUDI, BMW, DAIMLER
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✃

detectors and creates an information base to allow
the car to make driving decisions.
Our dreams a decade ago about car-to-car and
car-to-x communication have become a partial
reality. Vehicles share information about traffic
problems and, in some cases, receive details directly
from the road. Data appears on my display from an
area of road works, telling me that there is a threekilometer-long queue ahead with vehicles traveling
at 30 km/h. As well as improving road safety, this
also makes life a lot easier for me and other drivers.
Over the last few years, it has become possible to
let go of the steering wheel on freeways. The driver
still has to join the freeway himself, but then the
computer takes over responsibility for driving.
Other functions have gradually been added. Now
I just need to choose the speed I want and the car
will overtake other vehicles independently. Without
help it can also find the exit that will take me into
the city.
Only a few cars are ready for autonomous driving
in towns. Premium sedans can link signals from
the car-to-x network with their camera systems
and distinguish between green and red traffic
lights. Real-time calculations of the traffic density
allow cars to identify the best possible departure
time within a variable window and to drive 80
percent of the commute to work autonomously.
The average driver spends 50 minutes a day in the
car. This is valuable time that could be used for
other purposes. In 2015, a study by Roland Berger
Strategy Consultants estimated that one minute
of Internet use in the car would result in global
revenues of five billion euros for the new media
industry. Their instinct was correct.
Even in 2025, fully autonomous driving still
seems a long way off. Pulling out into moving
traffic from a standstill is not possible and neither
is negotiating complex inner city junctions. Narrow
streets in the historic parts of town also require a
human driver. The partial automation of driving is
great. In stop-and-go traffic, I can spend my time
doing things that in the past would have given me
penalty points on my driver’s license.
At precisely 10.04 am, my virtual passenger
says: “You have reached your destination.”
I admit that on an open stretch of freeway, I took
back control and put my foot down. How nice that
autonomous driving is available, but that you aren’t
forced to use it.
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you receive
your copy!

Progress toward a safer
world. Since 1925.
DEKRA rises to the challenges of the future – in the past and
the present. As one of the world’s leading expert organisations, we
ensure safety in more than 50 countries – on the road, at work and
at home. www.dekra.com

